To ACQB.

NEC - PVC 8207 U-MATIC PLAYERS.

Bought in bulk by LVA from Teletape video as 'old stock' and 'ex demonstration'. So they have been used but apparently not extensively. They play PAL and NTSC (American) Standard tapes. They have RF (to television aerial) outputs, Line out and VTR (8 pin) out. Pause, Repeat functions. Audio Monitor and headphone sockets. They can be serviced (LVA uses Kings Cross Video), but major parts may be problematic. However, three, two or one year's use at this price is still cheaper than a new playback machine (around £1100 +VAT). They have been stored for several years, and reports back from people who bought in the last batch are that they are possibly better after some use, like running in a car. The price is £175. + VAT (25.25) making £201.25. We cannot give any guarantees but we do not see why they shouldn't be good for two or three years and hopefully longer given routine servicing.
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